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REGION OF INTEREST CODING OF VOLUMETRIC MEDICAL IMAGES 
Dimitris Agrafiotis, David R. Bull, Nishan Canagarajah 
Image Communications Group, Centre for Communications Research, University of Bristol, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Three-dimensional wavelet coding of volumetric medical 
images provides better coding performance compared to 
corresponding 2D methods by exploiting the inter-slice 
correlation that exists in such data. It introduces however 
latencies when it comes to transmitting specific parts of 
the volume. This paper presents an extension to 3D- 
SPlHT which allows 3D Region of Interest (ROI) coding. 
ROI coding enables faster reconstmction of diagnostically 
useful regions in volumetric datasets by assigning higher 
priority to them in the bitstream. It also introduces the 
possibility for increased compression performance, by 
allowing certain parts of the volume to be coded in a lossy 
manner while others are coded losslessly. The necessary 
modifications to 3D-SPIHT for ROI coding are described 
and methods for specifying a 3D ROI without adding a 
significant overhead are suggested. Results are presented 
highlighting the benefits of the ROI extension. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Digital medical image databases are very large with 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed 
Tomography (CT) accounting for a large proportion of the 
produced data. Effective storage and communication of 
such images requires coding which can adapt to the 
bottlenecks that arise in  applications such as telemedicine 
and remote- Internet - browsing. This problem becomes 
even more acute for volumetric medical images due to the 
sheer volume of data. Moreover, storage of such data is 
problematic because of the requirement to preserve the 
best possible image quality which is usually interpreted as 
a need for medical images to be stored in a lossless 
manner. This requirement together with the need for fast 
transmission and browsing dictates the use of a coding 
method capable of progressive lossy to lossless coding. 
One such very well known method is the SPIHT algorithm 
[I]. SPlHT uses spatial orientation trees and successive 
approximation quantisation in order to code the 
coefficients resulting from a previously applied discrete 
wavelet transform. SPlHT produces an embedded code 
which enables the encoder or decoder to terminate the 
encodingldecoding at any point corresponding to a 
specific target bit rate. When reversible transforms are 
employed for the decomposition of the source image, like 
the S+P transform [2] or integer wavelet transforms [3], 
progressive lossy to lossless coding becomes possible, 
thus enabling the transmission of an image at various bit 
rates without the need for lossy compression of the 
original. This flexibility can be further enhanced by the 
introduction of 2D ROls where greater “attention” is paid 
during the coding process [4] [ 5 ] .  This can either mean 
that the ROI is coded losslessly while the rest of the image 
sustains some loss, or that the whole image is coded 
losslessly but the ROI gets higher priority in the bit 
stream. SPIHT works in 2D. For the case of volumetric 
medical images this implies that the underlying 
transformation is applied independently to each slice and 
hence the algorithm does not exploit the inter-slice 
correlation that exists in such images. Recently 3D 
extensions of SPlHT for lossless compression of 
volumetric medical images were introduced in [6][7] 
producing significantly better results than the original 
SPIHT. A 3D version of EZW [8] has also been presented 
[9] as well as  3D SPlHT for video coding [IO]. Other 3D 
wavelet coding methods include those in [ I  I ]  and [12]. In 
this work we present a ROI extension for 3D-SPIHT with 
the ROI being three-dimensional. First we briefly describe 
how to get a 3D version of SPlHT from the original. We 
then describe the necessary modifications to the 3D- 
SPIHT for ROI coding, based on an analogous 2D case 
[ 5 ]  and suggest methods of specifying a 3D ROI without 
adding a significant overhead. Finally we demonstrate the 
coding benefits that the ROI extension brings to the 
transmission and storage of volumetric medical images. 
2. FROM SPlHT TO 3D-SPIHT 
The modifications needed to obtain a 3D SPlHT from the 
corresponding 2D version affect the applied transform, the 
spatial orientation trees and the adaptive arithmetic 
coding. A 3D instead of a 2D integer wavelet transform is 
applied to the volumetric image. As in the case of 2D 
separable wavelet transforms, 3D transforms are obtained 
by sequentially applying the I D  transform across all 
dimensions (one axial and two trans-axial). The 
decomposition applied to the source volumes unlike [6] 
and similar to [9] was fully dyadic. The spatial orientation 
trees used with 3D-SPIHT are 3D with each pixel (voxel) 
of a non-root non-leaf node having as offspring eight 
adjacent voxels in a 2 x 2 ~ 2  form one level below in the 
pyramid [IO]. Arithmetic coding ofthe significance bits is 
also modified for the 3D case. Groups of 2 x 2 ~ 2  voxels 
(instead of 2x2 pixels) are coded with a single symbol 
from a number of different adaptive models conditioned 
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to the number of insignificant voxels and descendant sets 
in the group. A total number of 164 models are used. 
* - 
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FIGURE-]: 3D dyadic decomposition with two levels. 
One issue that comes up with the 3D version of SPIHT 
and the integer wavelet transforms mentioned in this work 
is the scaling that has to be applied to the transform 
coefficients in order for the transform to be approximately 
unitary. This is necessary in order to obtain a good rate 
distortion behaviour. As suggested in [2], the scaling 
factors that can be used are equal to z / &  for the low 
pass coefficients and I / &  for the high pass. For a 2D 
decomposition this results in multiplying each subband 
with factors of 2, which can be implemented as left bit 
shifts, and which preserve the reversibility of the 
transform. In the 3D case, however, the number of 
decompositions for each subband is not even unless a 
wavelet packet transform is employed as done in [6]. 
Scaling with the above factors for these subbands would 
result in coefficients which are not integer any more. 
However as suggested in [4],scaling by z / &  and I / &  
the low and high frequency coefficients at each subband 
decomposition respectively is equivalent with scaling by 2 
and 1, since multiplying both sets of coefficients 
with ,6 doesn't change their relative importance. 
3. ROI CODING WITH 3D-SPIHT 
There are three issues that have to be addressed in order 
to add ROI coding functionality to SPlHT (both 2D and 
3D). One is the selection of  the wavelet transform 
coefficients that are necessary and sufficient for the 
lossless reconstruction of the ROI (the ROI lossless 
mask);the second issue is how to assign greater 
importance -priority- to these selected coefficients, and 
the third issue is how to specify the (3D in this case) ROI 
without adding a significant coding overhead. 
3.1. Derivation of the ROI Lossless Mask 
Although the region of interest is identified in the image 
domain it is the "wavelet image (volume)" - the 
coefficients of the wavelet decomposition - that is 
encoded and later decoded. Hence in order to assign a 
different priority to the ROI compared to the rest of the 
volume andor guarantee the lossless reconstruction of the 
ROI, the coefficients that affect the ROI have to be 
identified [5][6]. To do that a three dimensional bitmap 
mask, named the ROI lossless mask, is maintained at the 
encoder indicating these coefficients. This mask 
undergoes a similar transformation to that of the forward 
wavelet transform of the image, where at each step the 
necessary coefficients for the perfect reconstruction of the 
ROI at the current level of decomposition are identified 
[5][7]. The inverse wavelet transform is consulted at each 
decomposition and based on the region of support of the 
synthesis filters (or the lifting steps of the inverse 
transform) those coefficients that will be necessary at the 
decoder for the perfect reconstruction of the ROI at the 
current level are selected. For example, assuming a I-D 
one-level decomposition using the 513 integer transform, 
which has 3 low pass and 5 high pass synthesis taps, the 
low pass -L(n)- and high pass -H(n)- coefficients that are 
necessary for the reconstruction of the original samples 
X(2n) and X(2n+l) are L(n), H(n-I), H(n), L(n+l) and 
H(n+l).The 3D-ROI lossless mask is obtained with 
iterative application of the I-D decomposition stages. It is 
obvious that the mask expands with each decomposition. 
In the 3D case this expansion takes place in the Z (slice) 
direction as well as the X and Y directions of the 2D case. 
Transforms with short filters (e.g. the 5/3) result in fewer 
coefficients being included in the ROI lossless mask 
which can lead to faster reconstruction of the ROI. 
3.2. Specification of the ROI Priority 
In order to assign greater priority to the ROI, the 
coefficients of the ROI lossless mask are scaled up 
through a fixed number (S) of left bit shifts (each left bit 
shift corresponds to scaling up by a factor of 2) [ 5 ] .  The 
larger the number of left bit shifts, the greater the 
emphasis placed on the R01 and the faster the lossless 
reconstruction of it. As the algorithm checks for 
significant coefficients at each bit plane it will only code 
ROI coefficients for all the bit planes above the current 
(before the shifts) threshold. All trailing ROI zero bits at 
the last S bit planes are ignored by both encoder/decoder. 
3.3. Description of a 3D R 0 1  
The amount of additional information that needs to be sent 
to the decoder in order to enable decoding, is the 
description of the ROI and the speed of reconstruction 
(the number of shifts applied to the ROI). Having got this 
information the decoder can reconstruct the mask and 
scale the ROI coefficients down by ROI-shift bits. It is 
important for the coding performance ofthe algorithm that 
this additional information is kept compact. This means 
that the ROI is specified in a way which will not add a 
significant overhead to the final bit stream. When regular 
shapes are used for the description of the ROI the extra 
bits added to the coded file in order to describe the ROI 
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are minimal. For example a cylindrical shape can be used 
to specify a circular ROI spreading to multiple slices. The 
centre, radius and height of the cylinder have to be 
included in the header of the coded volume adding 
minimal overhead to the bitstream. A flexible way of 
specifying a 3D ROI is through the use of volume 
cropping. A number of different three-dimensional ROls 
can be created by means of specifying a minimum and 
maximum value for the X, Y and Z dimensions along with 
the type of cropping. Examples of ROls created with each 
type of cropping can be seen in figure 3. The information 
that has to be included in the header is that of the min and 
max X,Y,Z values and the type of cropping used. For 
arbitrary-shaped ROls (e.g. resulting from segmentation) 
one can use a method similar to the MAXSHIFT method 
specified in JPEG2000 [13]. By scaling the ROI 
coefficients so that the minimum coefficient magnitude 
belonging to the ROI is larger than the maximum non-ROI 
coefficient magnitude, the decoder can easily identify 
which coefficients belong to the ROI - any coefficient 
found significant during the first ROI shift bitplanes - and 
scale them down appropriately. 
......................................................................... ~.1 
(0 
FIGURE-2 : ROI lossless mask for a square ROI of size IOlxlOl 
coveting slices 6.7.8, of a 256x256~16 size volume using the integer 
9/1M transform and a 2-level classic dyadic decomposition. (b) 
Spreading of the ROI in different subbands without expansion. (c) ROI 
lossless mask with extra coefficients shown in light gxy. 
FIGURE-?: Different types o f  volume cmpping for the specification 
of a 3 0  ROI. From lefl to nght: sub-volume, fence, invened fence, 
cross and inverted cross. 
4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
Coding results are first presented for two volumetric 
medical datasets, one CT and one MR with sizes 
256x256~128 and 256x256~64 respectively [14]. In both 
cases the 5/3 integer wavelet transform was used with 5 
and 4 levels of decomposition. To assess the coding 
performance ofthe 3D-ROI-SPIHT with the CT dataset, a 
ROI was specified using the inverted fence cropping type 
with minimum and maximum values for the X, Y and Z 
dimensions of 145-255, 115-150, and 0-70 respectively. 
The created ROI includes all the voxels that do not belong 
in any ofthe above intervals and amounts to 21.6% of the 
volume. A 3D rendering of the ROI is shown in figure 4c. 
Results are presented with the ROI having a high priority 
(S=13) a medium priority (S=9) and a low priority (S=5), 
with 19 bits being the maximum significance threshold 
(including scaling for making the transform approximately 
unitary). Table 1 summarizes the results. The PSNR vs. 
bit rate performance for the ROI only and the whole 
volume are plotted in figures 4a and 4b. Similar results 
without ROI coding (S=O) are included in the graphs. As 
expected, 3D-ROI-SPIHT allows faster lossless 
reconstruction of the volume of interest at the expense of 
slower PSNR improvement for the rest of the volume. The 
inclusion of the ROI and the necessary shifting of the ROI 
coefficients result in a slight increase of the lossless bit 
rate for the whole volume. Similarly a ROI sub-volume of 
size 145x221~21 (16% of the volume) was specified for 
the MR dataset. The sub-volume can be seen in figure 5c. 
With the ROI having a moderate importance (S=8, 
maximum significance threshold = 17) lossless 
reconstruction of the volume of interest takes place at 0.52 
bpp. A lower priority leads to slightly slower 
reconstruction. With volumetric datasets the imaged area 
is usually big including information which is not always 
diagnostically necessary. A typical example is that of MR 
images of the head where depending on the task ahead, 
the area of the brain might be the only diagnostically 
relevant area (the ROI). Assuming a prior segmentation of 
the volumetric image one could store the dataset at a rate 
that would ensure lossless reconstruction of the R01 and a 
high PSNR for the rest of the volume that provides the 
necessary anatomical context. An example of such a case 
is given below. 32 slices of a 256x256~160 sized MR 
volumetric image of the head are coded with the 5/3 
integer transform and 3 levels of decomposition. The 
MAXSHIFT method is used to convey the ROI (the brain 
area) to the decoder, (S=16 with 15 being the maximum 
significance threshold). The ROI becomes lossless at 0.83 
bpp with the volume PSNR being very low at this rate 
(15.97 dB). If the image is stored at 1.7 bpp then the 
average volume PSNR becomes 50.26 dB high enough to 
be considered visually lossless. The compression ratio in 
that case is 4.706 which compared to the standard 3D- 
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SPIHT (compression ratio 2.96, rate 2.69 bpp) represents 
a 63 % decrease in storage size. To conclude, we have 
demonstrated the benefits of adding R01 capability to 3D- 
SPIHT in terms of reconstruction speed of the volume of 
interest. We have also shown that if a small amount of 
loss can be tolerated for the background then 3D ROI 
SPIHT can greatly decrease the storage requirements for 







FIGURE-4: CT dataset: a) ROI PSNR and t ,  
ROI shown at the top of  the right colunin c) top - 3D ROI. middle - 
slice 78 of volume reconstmcted at 0.72 h m  with IDSSICSS ROI 
marked, bottom - original slice 
ROI lossles~ PSNR at ROI Losrlerr bit Increase of 
rate (bpp) lassless rate dR) rate (bee) bit rate (%) 
Lossless 2.124 2.124 
0.65 44.90 2.227 4.85 
0.52 38.78 2.232 5.08 
(b) (C) 
FIGURE-5 : MR dataset: a) ROI PSNR and b) volume PSNR for the 
ROI shown at the top of the right column c)  top'- 3D ROI, middle - 
slice 30 of vnlume reconstructed at 0.52 hpp with IossIcss ROI 
marked, hattom - original slice. 
FIGUREd: Lossy / lossless compression of MR-Head dataset. a) 3D 
ROI h)  2 vohime slices with ROI lossless at 0.83 bpp; c)  same slices 
at storage rate of 1.70 bpp; d) 1oss1ess slices at 2.69 hpp 
TARLE 1: C T  Volume ROI results. 
I ROI IROI lorslersl PSNR at ROI lLossless bdlncrease  of bit1 
Priority rate b IossIess rate dR rate b rate % 
Lossless 2.360 
42.57 2.409 
S=9 0.72 30.66 2.412 2.20 
S=13 0.69 25.33 2.415 2.33 
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